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Abstract
0B

A 3-D photogeological study have been undertaken on selected cliff sections on the Faroe
Islands in order to study lateral variations of volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks interbedded
between basalt lava flows within the Palaeogene Enni Formation. The high-resolution photographs were taken from helicopter of non-accessible, steep to near-vertical cliff sections
providing almost complete vertical exposures of the volcanic successions and allowing the
mapping of lateral variations over distances of many kilometres. The 3-D photogeology
study documents several features of interlava beds which may form important input for the
estimation of reservoir size, geometry, connectivity and compartmentalisation in highquality intra-volcanic sandstones in the subsurface. Relevant observations grouped into
main themes include:
Lateral extent and variations in geometry and thickness:
• The extent of the interlava beds in general exceeds the length of the studied cliff
sections which are 1.7 - 7 km long. Local major channels, up to 45 m deep and 180
m wide, filled in with volcaniclastic conglomerates and lava flows form an exception.
• The mapped interlava beds are 1 - 6 m thick. Laterally they have a fairly consistent
thickness due to a non-erosive nature of overlying lava flows and a general draping
nature of the volcaniclastic sediments which only marginally levels out the relief of
the underlying lava flows.
• The relief of the lower boundary either reflects the original topography left behind by
the solidified lava flows or was governed by differential weathering and erosion into
the basalt prior to the deposition of the volcaniclastic sediments.
Connectivity between interlava beds:
• Lava flows, up to 15 m thick, may wedge out over distances of 1 – 3 km, leading to
the merging of the interlava beds they separate.
• A major, multiple channel fill complex in one section cut through two interlava beds
which may therefore, be hydraulically connected via a channel infill consisting of
volcaniclastic conglomerates.
Compartmentalisation of individual lava beds:
• Interlava beds locally onlap and wedge-out against a rising relief of the underlying
basalt implying that basalt on basalt contacts occur where the interlava beds have
wedged out.
• Intervening lava flows may form hydraulic vertical barriers within interlava beds.
However, the observed lava flows in general wedge out laterally within the interlava
beds.
• Lava filled channels, up to 24 m wide and 15 m deep, in two locations intersect an
interlava bed.
• Dykes, up to 6 m wide, were rarely observed, but locally intersect the whole volcanic succession including several interlava beds.
• A reverse fault in one section offsets interlava beds by c. 6 m.
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The relevant features are richly illustrated on photos and geological cross-sections which
have been generated for most of the cliff sections by projecting the mapped high resolution
features onto 2-D segments. Furthermore, more than 70 km mapped horizons are stored
as 3-D polylines in a GIS database and can be exported as shape files suitable for 3-D
modelling using, for example, Petrel reservoir engineering software.
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1. Introduction
1B

This report presents the results of a 3-D photogeological study of volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks interbedded between the basalt lava flows of the Enni Formation, Faroe Islands.
Exposure of the formation is determined by past glacial and ongoing coastal erosion of the
islands. The formation is generally not well exposed away from the coastline being limited
to stream cuts, although these are typically accessible. The coastlines on the outside of the
archipelago are greatly affected by wave action resulting in non-accessible, steep to nearvertical cliff sections providing almost complete vertical exposures of the formation. The
high-resolution photographs taken from helicopter in the present investigation allow for a
detailed study of the formation as well as making it possible to map lateral variations over
distances of many kilometres.
Based on the high-resolution photogrammetric data it has been possible to study the lateral
extent, thickness and geometry of the interlava sedimentary units, potential compartmentalisation of the units by igneous intrusives and extrusives, structural trapping due to faults
as well as the nature of the interfingering between the sedimentary units and lava flows.
Mapping of these features in the Enni Formation may be highly relevant when reservoir
connectivity and actual volumetric and recoverable hydrocarbons in interlava sedimentary
units are to be estimated in the subsurface.
The widespread and recently documented volcaniclastic Argir Beds, occurring about twothirds above the base of the Enni Formation, has been a focus for the study. The Argir
Beds are up to 6 m thick and interpreted as having been deposited in a complex fluviatilefloodplain environment. Although the reservoir properties of the interlava units in the Enni
Formation may be limited by low permeabilities, related to a high content of volcanic material, the interlava units are still very relevant as an analogue study for high quality, siliciclastic reservoir sandstones within lava-dominated successions as the principle governing
mechanisms for the geometry, lateral extent, compartmentalisation etc. are the same for
both types of sedimentary rocks.
The photogeological studies have been undertaken on selected cliff sections of the islands
of Fugloy, Svínoy, Koltur, Hestur, Sandoy, Skúgvoy and Stóra Dímun. Giving the results of
the 3-D geological study in a paper report will always be a compromise, as the mapped 3-D
features should really be observed in the 3-D stereo-plotter in order to provide them full
justice. However, the obtained results can still be extracted from the present report where
relevant features are described for each island and illustrated on photos and geological
cross-sections which have been generated for most of the cliff sections by projecting the
mapped high resolution 3-D features onto 2-D segments. In addition, the mapped horizons
(3-D polylines) are stored in a GIS database and can be exported as shape files suitable for
3-D modelling using, for example, Petrel reservoir engineering software.
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2. Study area
2B

Digital high resolution photos were originally planned to be taken from helicopter along the
steep cliffs of Hestur, Sandoy, Skúgvoy, Stóra Dímun and Lítla Dímun. These were supplemented with cliff sections from Nólsoy, Svínoy and Fugloy (Fig. 2.1), as the collecting of
photos from helicopter showed out to be very efficient and less time consuming than expected.
The cliff sections along the islands originally planned to be studied showed to be of varying
quality in respect to the subjects of the present study. The photos of the cliff sections of
Sandoy, Skúgvoy, Stóra Dímun, Nólsoy, Svínoy and Fugloy reveals distinct interlava units
possible to map over several kilometres, this is not the case for the photographed cliff sections of Lítla Dímun, Koltur and partly Hestur where interlava units are very thin and do not
include the Argir Beds. Consequently, photos were not set up in the photogrammetry laboratory for the cliff sections of Lítla Dímun and photos set up for the cliff sections of Hestur
were only used to construct a 2-D log of the exposed stratigraphy and map lateral thickness
variations between the Høvdhamarin Flow of the Enni Formation and the interlava Sneis
Formation underlying the Enni Formation. Likewise, photos set up for the cliff sections of
Koltur were used to construct a 2-D log of the exposed part of the Malinstindur and Enni
formations of this island and to map a well exposed channel and lava tube structure.
In exchange for Lítla Dímun, cliff sections from Fugloy and Svínoy, show very relevant interlava features for the present study, have been included in the 3-D photogeological study.
Cliff sections, included in the 3-D photogeological study, are marked with red lines in Figure
2.1.
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3. Geological setting and stratigraphy
3B

The Faroe Island comprise 18 islands, most of which are elongated on a NW-SE trend and
are separated by long narrow fjords (Fig. 2.1). The islands and its insular shelf form the
Faroe Platform which is part of the NE Atlantic margin, a passive continental margin that
extends from the western Barents Sea to offshore west Ireland. The arrival of the presumed
pro-Iceland plume beneath Greenland led to widespread volcanic activity during the Palaeocene and early Eocene (62-54 Ma) and resulted in the eventual continental break-up
between Greenland and Eurasia, culminating with the onset of seafloor spreading (~55 Ma;
Saunders et al. 1997; Ritchie et al. 1999; Jolley & Bell 2002). The Faroe Islands are an
exposed remnant of the Faroe Islands Basalt Group which at present has a gross stratigraphic thickness of at least 6.6 km and is dominated by tholeiitic basalt lava flows. The
geology is thus composed almost exclusively of subaerial basalt lava flows intercalated with
various, minor volcaniclastic lithologies. The pronounced NW-SE orientation of islands and
fjords is directly parallel with the orientation of inferred transfer zones linked to deep crustal
fractures in the offshore Faroe-Shetland Basin. Detailed correlation and mapping of facies
and thickness variations of both lava and interlava units across the Faroese fjords by Ellis
et al. (2009) suggest that a few of the offshore transfer zones extend into some of the fjords
(Fig. 3.1). Unfortunately, none of the cliff sections examined in this study cross these fjords
perpendicularly and therefore, the influence of the supposed transfer zones can not be
evaluated here.
The volcanic pile is subdivided into seven formations (Fig. 3.2) based on the recognition of
major disconformity surfaces and changes in lithology (Rasmussen & Noe-Nygaard, 1969,
1970; Passey et al. 2006; Passey & Jolley 2009), but also on geochemistry (Waagstein
1988). The part of the stratigraphy which is covered in the present study includes the Malinstindur, Sneis and Enni formations. Focus has been on volcaniclastic units within the
Enni Formation which is the youngest lava formation exposed on the Faroe Islands. The
formation is at least 900 m thick and consists of compound lava flows and sheet lobes
which at several horizons are separated by volcaniclastic units. Especially, the widespread
volcaniclastic Argir Beds, occurring c. 250 m above the base of the Enni Formation, has
been a subject for the study. The Argir Beds range in thickness from <0.5 m to c. 5.5 m and
have an average thickness of c. 2.9 m where present (Passey & Jolley 2010). The beds are
relatively easy to identify across the central islands from Stóra Dímun to Eysturoy and
southern Streymoy due to their pronounced thickness (>1.8 m) in a succession dominated
by plagioclase-phyric compound and sheet lobes. In contrast, the Argir Beds are either
poorly developed or absent on the north-eastern islands. The Argir Beds can be crudely
separated into a lower, dominantly greenish clay-rich sandstone succession and an upper,
reddish brown clay-poor sandstone succession (Passey & Jolley 2010). The beds consist
predominantly of fine to medium grained basaltic glass fragments and in the lower, clay-rich
sandstone succession, additionally a matrix of secondary clays formed by the palagonitisation (hydration) of basaltic glass fragments (Passey & Jolley 2010). The lower, clay-rich
sandstones may show weak, discontinuous sub-horizontal laminations but are otherwise
structureless. The lamination is given by thin, <1 cm thick, laterally persistent, yellowish
fine-grained sands, interpreted to represent airfall tuffs. The upper, clay-poor sandstones
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show scour and small-scale channel as well as broad, low-relief channel structures, several
metres wide and a few decimetres deep (Passey & Jolley 2010). In places, the upper succession consists of cross-bedded, fining-upwards sandstones interpreted to represent point
bar deposits formed by the lateral migration of channels (Fig. 3.3). The sedimentary structures within the upper, clay-poor sandstone succession are generally not very distinct in the
field and are most easily observed in exposures orientated E-W, perpendicular to the presumed orientation of channels (Passey & Jolley 2010). The Argir Beds contain abundant
plant fragments and numerous black, near vertical, tabular plant fragments, encountered in
the Glyvursnes-1 borehole onshore Streymoy, are interpreted to be roots (Passey 2009).
Overall the Argir Beds are interpreted as deposited in a complex fluviatile-floodplain environment.
Initial reservoir data from the Argir Beds in the Glyvursnes-1 borehole, onshore Streymoy,
shows that the clay-rich sandstones have a lower average porosity and permeability of
11.7% and 1.03 mD, respectively, compared to the clay-poor sandstones that have an average porosity of 27.3% and an average permeability of 2.16 mD (Ellingsgaard 2009).
Higher permeability values were obtained in a study on geotechnical and scientific cores
which showed average porosity and permeability values for the Argir Beds of c. 25% and
13 mD, respectively (Ólavsdóttir 2009). The same study showed average porosity and
permeability values for volcaniclastic beds within the Enni Formation as a whole of c. 23%
and 5 mD, respectively.
Similar to the Argir Beds, the Sneis Formation and the Høvdhamarin Flow (Enni Formation)
form key stratigraphic marker units in the field (Passey 2009). In order to document lateral
thickness variations between these marker units their bases have been mapped where
present in the studied cliff sections. The sandstone-facies of the Sneis Formation occurs
from southern Streymoy southwards and ranges in thickness from 0.7 to 2.3 m and is composed of bedded, predominantly medium to coarse-grained volcaniclastic sandstones and
mudstones probably representing mass flow deposits (Passey 2009). The Høvdhamarin
Flow is a 10 to 15 m thick, whitish-grey sheet lobe that forms a very prominent bench in the
landscape that can be traced over a distance of at least 25-30 km (Passey 2009). The upper surface of the Høvdhamarin Flow is generally poorly exposed due to weathering of a
more vesicular upper crust.
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4. Terminology
4B

In describing the subaerial lava flows of the Faroe Islands Basalt Group the terminology
proposed by Self et al. (1997) has shown to be suitable (Passey 2009). A flow lobe is used
to describe an individual package of lava surrounded by a chilled crust and a lava flow is
the product of a single, more or less continuous outpouring of lava that can be composed of
one or more flow lobes. The individual lava flows are usually separated from other flows by
weathering surfaces and/or clastic lithologies. A lava flow consisting of a single flow lobe is
referred to as a simple lava flow whereas a compound lava flow is made up of two or more
flow lobes of any geometry or size (Walker, 1970). The term sheet lobe corresponds to an
individual lobe which has a sheet-like or tabular geometry and where the lobe is considerably wider than it is thick (Self et al. 1997). Sheet lobes typically form simple lava flows on
the Faroe Islands (Passey & Bell, 2007) and these names can therefore be regarded as
synonymous in the present study. For both simple and compound lava flows each flow lobe
can generally be separated into three parts: a lower vesicular crust, a massive core and an
upper vesicular crust (Fig. 4.1). Especially the simple lava flows may show a relatively
thick, reddened (oxidised), in places rubbly, upper crust which is the result of subaerial
chemical weathering (Sabine 1971, Parra et al. 1987). Commonly this less resistant part of
the lava flows has been removed by erosion implying that overlying strata rest directly on
the solid core of the lava flow. Examples of compound and simple lava flows, the terms
generally used in this study, are shown in Figure 4.2.
The term volcaniclastic is used for a rock that contains >60 vol. % volcanic debris (Shipboard Scientific Party 2002). The volcaniclastic units mapped in this study is considered to
have a sedimentary origin but a precise genetic interpretation (e.g. pyroclastic, fluvial) is in
general difficult without involving microscopic analysis.
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5. Methods
5B

The photographs which constitute the basis for this study were taken out of the open door
of a Bell 412 helicopter hired from Atlantic Airways in May 2011 (Fig. 5.1). The photographs
were taken with GPS coordinates and with an overlap of 60-80% on two trips where good
weather conditions/visibility was present. A Canon EOS-1Ds Mark III digital camera with a
36 mm x 24 mm CMOS sensor with 21 megapixels and a 35 mm Canon lens was used for
the photography. The exposure time was set to minimum 1/250 seconds in order to reduce
image blur due to helicopter vibration and relative movement of the camera with respect to
the cliff sections. During the photographing the helicopter flew close to the cliff sections
(<800 m) and at a constant altitude along straight lines approximately parallel to the cliffs.
The 3-D photogeological method used in the present study was developed at the Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland (GEUS) and builds partly on earlier work by Dueholm et al. (1993) and Dueholm & Olsen (1993). The method allows the acquisition of geological data from vertical and oblique aerial photographs, with a three-dimensional overview
of the outcrops, by using a 3-D stereo-plotter coupled with stereo-mirror technology (Fig.
5.2). In this study however, aerial photographs were not involved because the cost to access them was very prohibitive, but the lack of the photographs did not influence on the
relative accuracy of mapping and measuring the geological features observed on the
oblique photographs. The mapping of geological features includes digitization of important
boundaries over several kilometres and determination of strata thickness, strike direction
and dip values working on a 3-D high resolution vision of the cliffs. The resolution of volcanic and sedimentary beds and geological features is down to decimetre scale. All the
mapped features are stored in a GIS database and 3-D polylines can be exported as shape
files suitable for 3-D modelling using, for example, Petrel reservoir engineering software.
Moreover, using 3-D feature databases in ArcGIS, geological cross-sections can be generated automatically to obtain real representations of outcrops where the accuracy is as high
as the resolution in the photographs, and then projected onto 2-D profiles.
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6. Digitalized cliff sections
6B

Relevant features observed and mapped on the basis of the 3-D photogeological study are
described for each island in the following and illustrated on photos and for most of the cliff
sections also on geological cross-sections which have been generated by projecting the
mapped 3-D features, having accuracy as high as the photographs, onto 2-D segments. In
the digitalization process solid lines have been used to mark boundaries which are clearly
exposed whereas dotted lines mark boundaries which are not as well exposed but where it
is possible to infer the shape of the boundaries. The distinction between solid and dotted
horizons appears in the ArcGIS shape files. The cliff sections of Skúgvoy, Svínoy and
Fugloy are considered to form the main sections of this study as they reveal the most interesting features in respect to lateral variations in geometry, thickness etc. as well as outstanding features such as major channel fills of coarse-grained volcaniclastic units. The
islands will be treated in the overall order they appear from NE towards SW, beginning with
Fugloy and ending with Stóra Dímun. General features, which can be extracted from the
studied cliff sections and which are relevant for evaluating potential hydrocarbon bearing
reservoirs in the subsurface, are outlined up in the extended summary.

6.1 Fugloy
10B

The island covers an area of c. 11.2 km2 and exposes rocks of the Enni Formation. The
rocks are dominated by compound lava flows and subordinate simple lava flows and reddened volcaniclastic units along the steep easterly facing cliffs which are included in this
study (Figs. 6.1-3). The rocks are considered to occur stratigraphically above the Argir
Beds which is not exposed in the studied cliff section. The interlava units can be followed
laterally over the extent of the cliff section which is c. 1700 m long and 370 m high. The 3-D
photogeological study of Fugloy focussed on three interlava units, Beds 1-3 in Figure 6.3,
which has been mapped and digitized over the extent of the cliff section. In addition, a
fourth interlava unit, Bed 4, was mapped over a distance of c. 200 m in order to illustrated
how it is cut by a lava tube. The most remarkable features in the studied cliff section at
Fugloy, which the following description focuses on, are two dykes, a lava tube and a complex, multiple channel fill structure which laterally subdivide some of the interlava beds. A
geological cross-section, illustrating lateral variations in thickness, morphology and relief of
boundaries, has been constructed for the volcaniclastic Beds 1-4 as well for those structures which in places subdivide the beds laterally (Enclosure 1).
Interlava Beds 1-4
The boundaries of Beds 1-4 have been mapped for several kilometres. The beds are generally separated by compound lava flows. The exception is Bed 1 which is overlain by a
simple lava flow (Fig. 6.3) and the lava unit between Bed 2 and 3 which towards the south
turn from a compound flow into a simple flow (Fig. 6.4). Beds 1 and 2 are generally around
1.3 to 1.7 m thick, Bed 1 being slightly thinner than Bed 2 (Enclosure 1). Beds 3 and 4 are
thinner, around 0.7 m thick. Thicknesses may double in places where the underlying lava
flows formed topographic lows at time of deposition (Fig. 6.5).
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The contact between under- and overlying lava flows is sharp. The lower boundary may
show a pronounced relief over relatively short distances (Fig. 6.5). The relief may reflect the
originally topography of the underlying lava flow after solidification but most likely also a
following degradation and removal by erosion. Some of the thick simple lava flows in the
uppermost part of the cliff section may indirectly reflect that a considerably relief may have
formed by erosion of the lava flows (Fig. 6.6). The simple lava flows show considerably
differential weathering of their upper part implying that a marked relief would form if the
weathered part was removed by erosion and the solid part was left behind (Fig. 6.6). The
relief of the upper boundary is more or less parallel to the lower boundary, at least seen on
a large scale (Enclosure 1). This suggests that the lava flows above the volcaniclastic units
were non-erosive and levelled out the existing relief. However, on a finer scale the upper
boundary may be irregular, perhaps reflecting loading into the underlying volcaniclastic
sediments by the overlying lava flows (Fig. 6.7). Also at one place, the simple lava flow
above Bed 1 has almost invaded the underlying volcaniclastic sediments (Fig. 6.8). Overall
the volcaniclastic units are light yellowish brown or light reddish in colour. Internal bedding
is sub-parallel to the surface the sediments rest on and is marked by subtle colour changes
(Figs. 6.5, 6.7).
Looking at the geometry at a large scale, the compound lava flow which separates Bed 1
and 2 is up to 15 m thick around the centre of the profile whereas it thins out to c. 2 m towards the north and in the southern end of the profile it wedges out, implying that Bed 1
rests directly on Bed 2 (Enclosure 1). The thinning out towards the north and south suggests that flow direction of the compound lava flow was either towards the west or east.
The contact between Bed 1 and 2 in the southern end of the profile seems to be erosional,
the internal bedding of Bed 2 being cut by the boundary (Fig. 6.7).
Dykes and lava tube
Along the cliff section two dykes and a major lava tube has been observed which subdivide
the volcaniclastic sediments laterally (Enclosure 1). The dykes are up to c. 6 m wide and
they intersect the whole volcanic succession (Fig. 6.9). The northernmost dyke strikes NESW whereas the southernmost dyke strikes E-W.
A major lava tube, roughly circular in form, is exposed in the northern end of the cliff section
(Enclosure 1, Fig. 6.10). The lava tube has a diameter of nearly 50 m and intersects interlava Bed 4. A vertical outflow of the lava tube is up to c. 6 m thick and intersects the overlying volcaniclastic Beds 1-3. The long axis of the lava tube is estimated to be NNW-SSE.
Major channel fill complex
A major, multiple channel fill complex is exposed in the central part of the cliff section (Enclosure 1, Fig. 6.11). The main channel is c. 60 m wide and 27 m deep and the orientation
of the channel axis is estimated to be approximately NNW-SSE. To the right, the channel
margin is nearly vertical while this is only the case for the lower half of the left channel margin which further up shows a more gentle dip to the left. The main erosion has occurred into
the compound lava flow which separates interlava Beds 3 and 4. The channel fill is complex, starting with blocky lava which fills up the lower half of the channel. The blocky lava fill
has a conglomeratic appearance with individual blocks up 2.5 m long. The deposits can be
followed further up to the left where they rest on the gentler dipping channel margin and
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reach an elevation corresponding to the top of the channel. The overlying interlava Bed 3
has a fairly consistent thickness and rest on the marked relief of the underlying blocky lava.
In the right part of the channel Bed 3 is disturbed and incoherent. The simple lava flow
which overlies Bed 3 becomes considerably thicker into the channel and levels out the relief of the channel. However, in the right part of the main channel the simple lava flow is cut
by another channel which is c. 22 m deep (Fig. 6.11). To the right, this channel shares the
channel margin with the main channel, up to the level of Bed 3. The channel fill consists of
blocky lava similar to the lower fill of the main channel (Fig. 6.12). Another channel structure, c. 24 m wide and 15 m deep, occurs at a higher level above the other channels (Fig.
6.11). The channel axis orientation of this channel is estimated to be approximately W-E.
The channel cuts through interlava Bed 1 and the underlying compound lava flow which
separates interlava Beds 1 and 2. The channel fill consists of lava from the simple lava flow
which overlies interlava Bed 1.
The multiple channel fill structures described above reflects several erosional events and
indicate that the area formed a preferred corridor for the removal of deposits by channel
erosion. The blocky lava deposits most likely represents debris flows although it would be
preferred to confirm this based on careful field observations. The fact that the blocky lava
deposits at the left channel margin reach an elevation corresponding to the top of the main
channel suggests that the blocky lava originally filled out the whole channel. This interpretation actually implies that an additional erosional event took place and a channel was formed
into the blocky lava deposits prior to the deposition of Bed 3 (this channel is not marked on
the photo in Fig. 6.11).

6.2 Svínoy
1B

The island covers an area of c. 27.4 km2 and exposes rocks of the Enni Formation. Along
the southeast facing cliffs, included in this study, the rocks consist of a mixture of simple
and compound lava flows, in some places separated by thin, reddened volcaniclastic beds,
(Figs. 6.13-6.16). The studied cliff section is nearly 3 km long and c. 160 m high. The exposed rocks are considered to occur stratigraphically above the non-present Argir Beds.
The 3-D photogeological study of Svínoy focussed on four interlava beds, Beds 1-4, which
has been mapped over the extent of the cliff section. The most noticeable features in the
studied cliff section is the large scale morphology which shows that interlava beds, separated by up to 25 m thick simple lava flows, may merge over a distance of c. 3000 m. The
large scale morphology also demonstrates that the lateral thinning out of local lava lobes
has a large influence on the relief of overlying volcaniclastic beds. In addition, it is only in
the cliff section of Svínoy that a fault cutting through the volcanic succession has been observed in the present study. Lateral variations in thickness, morphology and relief of
boundaries, is clearly seen in a geological cross-section which has been constructed for the
interlava Beds 1-4 (Enclosure 2).
Interlava Beds 1-4
The boundaries of Beds 1-4 have been mapped over several kilometres. In addition, the
top of the simple lava flow which overlies interlava Bed 4 has been mapped. This surface
also marks the lower boundary of a thin interlava bed in the cliff section (Figs. 6.15-16). The
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boundaries to under- and overlying lava flows are sharp and show on a fine scale a planar
or slightly irregular relief. The relief of the lower boundaries probably reflects the topography of the underlying lava flows after solidification and modification by some erosion as
described above for the interlava beds in the cliff section of Fugloy. Similar to the observations on Fugloy the upper boundaries are more or less parallel to the lower boundaries,
suggesting that the overlying lava flows in general were non-erosive and levelled out the
existing relief except for places where small scale loading occurred into the underlying volcaniclastic sediments. Also on Svínoy, the interlava beds show internal bedding subparallel to their lower boundaries. In general the mapped interlava beds are around 1 to 3
m thick.
In the following focus will be on the large scale morphology of the interlava beds and the
lava flows which separate them. Two vertical logs constructed c. 2000 m apart show some
dissimilarity between them (Figs. 6.15-16). The number of interlava beds is thus more than
twice as many in the south-western part of the cliff section compared to the north-eastern
part of the cliff section. The reason for this is clearly revealed in the constructed 2-D crosssection. This shows that the simple lava flows, separating interlava Beds 1-3 and the unnamed interlava bed overlying the “Top simple flow” surface, thin out from the SW towards
the NE implying that the interlava beds merge in this direction. The separating simple lava
flows terminate where they thin and meet a minor rise in the surface they override (Figs.
6.17-18, Enclosure 2). The merged interlava sediments are at least as thick as the sum of
the individual interlava beds they are composed of (Figs. 6.18-19). Tree moulds occur in
places at the base of the simple lava flow reflecting that some time passed between the
individual simple lava flows overflowed the area (Fig. 6.18). The fact that the simple lava
flows gradually thins out towards the NE, most likely, reflects the originally thinning out and
termination of the flows in this direction. The exception is the simple lava flow whose upper
boundary is mapped as “Top simple flow”. This lava unit shows at one place a decrease in
thickness of c. 10 m over a distance of a few tens of metres, which, most likely, was caused
by erosion and removal of the upper weathered part of the flow (Fig. 6.20). Although the
aforementioned simple lava flows gradually thin out towards the NE this does not necessary imply that that this was the main flow direction for the lava flows. It can thus not be
excluded that the main flow direction actually was perpendicular to the cliff section and that
it therefore is the thinning out to the sides of major lava flows which can be observed towards the NE. This interpretation implies that a similar thinning out towards the SW at
some point could have been observed if the cliff section had continued in this direction.
This tentatively suggests a broad flow direction to either the NW or SE.
The overlying interlava Bed 1 shows in several places a marked relief over short distances
(Enclosure 2). This reflects the original topography of the underlying compound lava flow
which the volcaniclastic sediments drape. The marked relief is caused by local flow lobes,
c. 130 to 500 m long and up to 13 m thick, which after their formation formed positive topographies and broad depression between them (Figs. 6.21-23). The volcaniclastic sediments also drape the flow lobes where these terminate although the angle of repose is high
(Fig. 6.24). At one place, where a lava lobe terminates, a possible lava break-out in the toe
of the lava lobe is seen (Fig. 6.24). The volcaniclastic sediments of Bed 1 drape the underlying relief without any pronounced thickness variations. In contrast, the overlying simple or
compound lava flows level out the depressions between the lava lobes and in places onlap
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the margins of the depressions formed by the terminating lava lobes (Fig. 6.25). Locally,
the overlying lava may also show cooling structures at a right angle to the underlying relief
(Fig. 6.22). In the far north-eastern end of the cliff section a lava flow seems to split up Bed
1 into a lower and an upper part (Fig. 6.26).
The fact that the flow lobes thin out both towards the NE and the SW indicate that the overall flow direction was perpendicular to the cliff section.
Reverse fault
A reverse fault going through the whole volcanic succession is seen in the central part of
the cliff section (Fig. 6.27, Enclosure 2). The fault strikes NNW-SSE and dips c. 20 degrees
towards the west. The offset is c. 6 m which is enough to disconnect the interlava beds
(Fig. 6.28).

6.3 Koltur
12B

The island covers an area of c. 2.5 km2 and exposes rocks of the Malinstindur, Sneis and
Enni formations along the steep westerly facing cliffs (Fig. 6.29). The exposed rocks are
dominated by compound lava flows and subordinate simple lava flows and a few interlava
units (Figs. 6.30-31) which stratigraphically occur below the non-present Argir Beds. The
interlava units have not been digitized as they are thin, in general less than 1 m thick, implying that they are not very suitable for studying lateral variations in geometry and thickness of volcaniclastic sediments. In addition, it is uncertain which of the interlava units represent the Sneis Formation. Instead focus is on a combined channel fill and lava tube structure exposed in the southern part of the island where the height of the coastal cliff sections
is relatively low. A dyke exposed in the northern part of the island is also presented briefly.
Channel fill and lava tube
A lava tube, c. 40 m wide, penetrates the central part of a channel fill complex in a cliff section at the south-western part of Koltur (Fig. 6.32). The lava tube has a roughly rectangular
to circular form and consists mainly of white greyish, solid or partly solid lava. In contrast,
the surrounding deposits have a reddish colour, most likely due to heating by the lava tube.
The presence of reddish, blocky lava in the centre of the lava tube (Fig. 6.32) indicates that
the lava tube is separated into a lower and upper lava tube. The channel is up to 45 m
deep and 180 m wide and clearly cuts into a compound lava flow. The lower part of the
channel fill consists of reddish, blocky lava having a conglomeratic appearance. Up at the
right channel margin the conglomeratic deposits gradually become more greyish in colour.
Locally, steep bedding can be recognized within the deposits. The conglomeratic deposits
may have been deposited by debris flow where the locally steep bedding represents major
blocks of compound lava which has been rotated/slumped into the volcanic debris.
The upper channel fill consists of a compound lava flow where individual flow lobes seem
to dip and thicken towards the central part of the channel, thereby levelling out the relief of
the channel. The compound lava flow immediately above the upper lava tube has not been
reddened by the intrusion which suggests that the lava tube was part of the compound lava
flows feeding network.
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An order of events in the formation of the complex structure may be as follows (numbers in
parentheses refer to Figure 6.32):
1. Erosion into the compound lava flow (1) whereby the channel bottom surface (2)
was formed.
2. Debris flows enter the channel by which the blocky lava deposits (3) were formed.
3. A compound lava flow (4) levels out the relief of the uppermost part of the channel
4. Lava intrudes the channel fill via a lava tube (5). The lava tube probably follows the
blocky lava fill which is more porous and permeable compared to the surrounding
compound lava flows. The vicinity of the lava tube is reddened by heating of the intrusive lava. Hot fluids reached further out from the lava tube in the more porous,
lower channel fill deposits compared to the surrounding compound lava flows as
the distance of reddening away from the lava tube is larger in these deposits.
Dyke
A dyke cuts the whole volcanic succession in the cliff section at the north-eastern side of
the island (Fig. 6.30). The dyke varies in thickness but is in general around 6 m wide. A
large lava block from the surrounding compound lava flow has been enclosed by the intrusive magma at one place where the dyke widens (Fig. 6.33.).

6.4 Hestur
13B

The island covers an area of c. 6 km2 and exposes rocks of the Malinstindur, Sneis and
Enni formations along the steep south-westerly facing cliffs (Fig. 6.34-35). The exposed
rocks are dominated by compound lava flows and subordinate simple lava flows. The uppermost simple lava flow corresponds to the Høvdhamarin Flow of the Enni Formation. This
lava flow is however only exposed in places along the c. 3500 m long and up to 330 m high
cliff section. At a few levels the lava flows are separated by thin interlava beds of which one
corresponds to the sandstone-facies of the Sneis Formation (Figs. 6.35-37). The Argir Beds
is present in the higher-lying parts of the island, which is above the steep, well exposed cliff
sections photographed in this study.
The interlava units, including the Sneis Formation, are generally less than 1 m thick. The
only exception to this is a conglomerate, up to 14 m thick, which fills out a marked depression in the top of the Høvdhamarin Flow in the north-western end of the cliff section (Figs.
6.36, 6.38). The depression probably represents a channel, filled up with debris flow deposits, of which only the steep, right channel margin is exposed. Mapped and digitised surfaces along the cliff section only includes the lower boundaries of the Høvdhamarin Flow
and the Sneis Formation and in places also the top-surface of the Sneis Formation. A constructed 2-D cross-section of these surfaces documents that the volcanic succession dips
slightly downwards along the cliff section from the NW towards the SE (Enclosure 3). It also
documents that the thickness between the lower boundaries of the Sneis Formation and
the Høvdhamarin Flow is rather consistent along the cliff section with minimum and maximum values of c. 145 m and 165 m, respectively.
The fact that the interlava beds are very thin makes them unsuitable for studying lateral
variations in geometry and thickness of volcaniclastic sediments. However, the 3-D photo-
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geology revealed a few lava flow features, presented briefly below in the form of figure
texts:
• At one place the Høvdhamarin Flow seems to have squeezed and bulldozed underlying volcaniclastic sediments up into its basal part (Fig. 6.39).
• Two simple lava flow lobes, up to c. 11 m thick, wedge out over a short distance
and form a depression between them. A compound lava flow fills out the depression and onlaps the simple lava flow lobes whereby the original topography is levelled out (Fig. 6.40).
• A simple lava flow levels out a marked relief to an underlying compound lava flow.
Two overlying simple lava flows wedge out in the same position, the one of them
draping the others front (Fig. 6.41).

6.5 Sandoy
14B

The island covers an area of c. 112 km2 and exposes rocks of the Enni Formation and locally the Malinstindur and Sneis formations along the steep westerly facing cliffs. The 3-D
photogeological study focussed on a c. 4.5 km long and 320 m high cliff section in the
north-western part of Sandoy where the Argir Beds are exposed c. 200 m above sea level
(Fig. 6.42-43). The exposed rocks are dominated by compound lava flows and subordinate
simple lava flows which in places are separated by interlava beds (log 3 in Figure 6.44).
Along the cliff section the boundaries of the Argir Beds have been mapped together with
the lower boundary of the Høvdhamarin Flow. The lower boundary of the Høvdhamarin
Flow was included in order to document thickness variations between this boundary and
the overlying Argir Beds. The constructed 2-D cross-section of the mapped surfaces shows
that the volcanic succession dips slightly downwards along the cliff section from the NW
towards the SE (Enclosure 4). This is also evident when the stratigraphy of the three constructed logs are compared of which log 1 represents the cliff section exposed on Trøllhøvdi, the little island immediately north of Sandoy, log 2 represents the northernmost cliff
section of Sandoy and log 3 represents the cliff section where the Argir Beds has been
mapped (Figs. 6.42, 6.44). The logs show that stratigraphic lower lying rocks emerge towards the north including the Sneis Formation and the uppermost part of the underlying
Malinstindur Formation.
The constructed 2-D cross-section also documents that the thickness between the lower
boundaries of the Høvdhamarin Flow and Argir Beds is rather consistent along the cliff section with minimum and maximum values of c. 120 m and 142 m, respectively. Some of the
variations in thickness are due to local variations in the relief of the surfaces that the Høvdhamarin and Argir Beds overlie, for example, as seen in Figure 6.45 where the Høvdhamarin Flow drapes a marked local relief of the underlying compound lava flow. Lateral thickness variations between the lower boundaries of the Sneis Formation and the overlying
Høvdhamarin Flow has only been mapped over a relative short distance, c. 75 m, where
the thickness ranges from c. 135-140 m.
Argir Beds
The Argir Beds has a fairly consistent thickness of around 3 m in the studied cliff section
but is absent at one place in the southern end of the cliff section (Fig. 6.46, Enclosure 4). At
this place the overlying compound lava flow rests on a surface which seems to cut through
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the Argir Beds and down into the underlying compound lava flow indicating that the Argir
Beds have been removed by erosion. The boundaries to under- and overlying lava flows
are sharp and show a quite irregular relief (Fig. 6.47). This mainly reflects the relief of the
lower boundary which was governed by the topography of the underlying compound lava
flow after solidification and in particular subsequent modification by weathering and erosion. The latter is seen by the fact that elevated parts of the underlying compound flow in
many cases consists of blocky, weathered lava. The upper boundary of the Argir Beds is
more or less parallel to the lower boundaries (Enclosure 4, Fig. 6.47). This suggests that
erosion subsequent to the deposition of the Argir Beds in general was very limited and that
the overlying compound lava flow merely draped the volcaniclastic sediments. The exception is the place in the southern end of the cliff section, mentioned above, where the Argir
Beds probably has been removed by erosion. Internal structures of the Agir Beds are not
well exposed but where bedding is observed this seem to be sub-parallel to the lower
boundary of the Argir Beds.

6.6 Skúgvoy
15B

The island covers an area of c. 10 km2 and exposes rocks of the Enni Formation along the
steep westerly and southerly facing cliffs (Fig. 6.48-49). The rocks consist of a mixture of
simple and compound lava flows which in some places are separated by thin, reddened
volcaniclastic units. A constructed vertical log, c. 350 m high, of the steep west facing cliffs
of the island shows that the Argir Beds occur c. 145 m a.s.l. where they separate a succession of compound lava flows from an overlying simple lava flow (Fig. 6.50). Three additional
pronounced volcaniclastic units, which are similar to the Argir Beds can be followed laterally over the extent of the cliff exposures, occur in the upper part of the section. These are
separated by simple lava flows while the lowermost bed is overlying a thick compound lava
flow. The simple lava flow exposed at sea level to c. 30 m a.s.l., is a candidate for the
Høvdhamarin Flow. The lower boundary of this flow is not exposed in the cliff sections of
Skúgvoy. The 3-D photogeological study of Skúgvoy focussed on the Argir Beds but also
include a few other features such as a remarkable major channel fill complex and a possibly invasive lava flow exposed at a higher level in the cliff section than the Argir Beds.
Argir Beds
The boundaries of the Argir Beds have been mapped and digitized for around 7 km, mainly
along the westerly facing cliffs of Skúgvoy (Fig. 6.48). Several geological cross-sections,
illustrating lateral variations in thickness, morphology and relief of boundaries, have been
constructed for the Argir Beds on the basis of the 3-D photogeological mapping (Enclosure
5, Fig. 6.48). In the following, focus is on lateral variations in thickness and relief of lower
and upper boundaries of the volcaniclastic sedimentary units as well as the intervening lava
flows.
The volcaniclastic Argir Beds are in general 3 to 6 m thick (Enclosure 5). In two places
however, the beds are very thin or absent thereby forming a possible lateral barrier within
the potential reservoir (Figs. 6.51 and 6.52, segments A and B in Enclosure 5). In both
places blocky lava of the underlying compound lava flow seems to have formed a local,
positive topography prior to the deposition of the Argir Beds. After the deposition of the
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Argir Beds a simple lava flow entered the area that directly overlies the topographic highs
formed from the underlying lava flow and elsewhere the Argir Beds themselves.
The contact to the underlying compound lava flow and overlying simple lava flow is generally sharp and either irregular with a relief up to around 1.5 m over a few metres distance
but may also be relative planar over large distances (Enclosure 5). At other sections the
relief may be relatively large, up to 7 m, when observed over long distances. This is especially pronounced for the lower boundary, for instance where the underlying lava flows build
up local, positive topographies as described above. Also, at one place, the relief of the
lower boundary reflects a c. 7 m deep depression into the underlying compound lava flow
over a distance of some tens of metres (Fig. 6.53, segment A in Enclosure 5).
The common irregular or planar relief of the lower boundary probably reflects that some
erosion and smoothing of the lava landscape took place prior to the deposition of the Argir
Beds as a more regular undulating surface would be expected if the topography of the
compound lava flows was preserved after the lava flows solidified. Candidates for such
surfaces have only been observed in a few places (e.g. Fig. 6.54, segment E). The local,
marked relief of the lower boundary also points to erosion prior to the deposition of the volcaniclastic sediments. For example, the occurrence of blocky lava forming topographic
highs, as described above, may represent local remnants of weathered, vesicular lava
which elsewhere has been removed by erosion. In addition, the c. 7 m deep depression,
described above, may represent a channel cutting into the compound lava flow perpendicular to the strike of the cliff section. The irregular relief over small distances of the upper
boundary of the Argir Beds might represent loading into the volcaniclastic sediments by the
overlying simple lava flow when this overrode the area. The presence of intervening lava
flows in the interlava units also seems to have an influence on the relief of the upper
boundary as the boundary commonly rises to a higher level where the intervening lava
flows appear (e.g. Fig. 6.55, segment C in Enclosure 5). This may reflect that the intervening lava flows formed topographic highs after their formation. These highs were subsequently covered by volcaniclastic sediments followed by the next widespread lava flow.
However, part of the relief of the upper boundary of the Argir Beds may also reflect that the
physical compaction of the Argir Beds caused by the overlying lava flow appears to be less
pronounced where non-compressive basalt occurs within the volcaniclastic sediments.
The occurrence of intervening flow lobes, splitting up the volcaniclastic units in a thin lower
bed, around 1.5 m thick, and a thicker upper bed, around 3 m thick, is a very characteristic
feature for the Argir Beds on Skúgvoy (Enclosure 5). The lower boundary of the intervening
flow lobes is more or less parallel to the lower boundary of the Argir Beds. The flow lobes
become thicker, up to 12 m thick, where they pass into depressions in the underlying compound lava flows and thereby partly fill up and level out these depressions (e.g. Figs. 6.5354, segments A and E in Enclosure 5). At one place, an intervening flow lobe seems to
onlap weathered, blocky basalt of the underlying lava flow which probably formed a local
topographic high at the time of deposition (Fig. 6.51). The upper boundary of the intervening flow lobes concave upwards where the lobes wedge out (Fig. 6.56, segment B in Enclosure 5). This also indicates that the flow lobes formed positive reliefs at their time of
deposition as suggested above. The flow lobes themselves appear solid with no sign of, for
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example, brecciation or pillow structures. Such structures, indicative of deposition in water,
has also not been observed in the lava flows under- or overlying the Argir Beds.
The volcaniclastic units appear either structureless or show bedding marked by colour
changes between reddish and subordinate yellowish, dark grey and whitish beds. The bedding is sub-parallel to the surface the sediments rest on, whether this is the boundary to the
compound lava flows or intervening flow lobes (Figs. 6.52, 6.56). There is commonly a
slight thickness variation of the volcaniclastic units across sections where the intervening
flow lobes wedge out; the volcaniclastics being slightly thicker where the lava flow is absent
compared to the total thickness of the sediments where the flow lobes split up the sediments in a lower and an upper bed (Figs. 6.55-56). This suggests that the slightly larger
accommodation space available next to the small topographic highs, formed by the flow
lobes, was partly filled up with sediments.
The fact that the intervening flow lobes at Skúgvoy occur approximately at the same level
above the base of the Argir Beds indicate that they represent the same volcanic event. The
3-D photogeological study has revealed several places where the flow lobes wedge out
within the volcaniclastic units as marked on Figure 6.57. The flow lobes may represent distal fingers of lava connected to the same lava flow in a proximal direction as illustrated in
Figure 6.57. This interpretation is based on the mapped extent of the flow lobes and the
positions of wedge out points and the assumption that the flow lobes were formed by the
same volcanic event. The radiating nature of the individual lava lobes suggest that the flow
direction was to the SW.
Major channel fill complex
A remarkable, major channel fill complex, up to 45 m deep and c. 145 m wide, is exposed
in the cliff section at the south-western part of Skúgvoy (Figs. 6.58-59, segment B in Enclosure 5). The orientation of the channel is approximately WNW-ESE. The channel cuts a
trough through a compound lava flow, a thin interlava unit, a simple lava flow and c. 11 m
into a basal simple lava flow that overlies the Argir Beds (Fig. 6.58). It is possible to separate the channel fill into a lower and upper part. The lower channel fill is c. 28 m thick but
might originally have been thicker as it continuous up along the channel margins. It consists
of a dark coloured, coarse-grained volcaniclastic unit with matrix-supported boulders, up to
0.8 m in size, and locally blocks of lava, up to 9 m long, the latter probably representing
remnants of the collapsed channel margin. At the left channel margin the conglomerate
seems to build up a levee which is onlapped and overlain by lava flow lobes (Figs. 6.5859). The basal part of the upper channel fill consists of sharp based, inclined lava flow
lobe(s), which from right to left pinch out up against the left channel margin (Fig. 6.59). The
basal lava flow lobe(s) is overlain by lava flow lobes in the left part of the channel. Some of
these seem to onlap the left channel margin and the levee mentioned above whereas they
have a lobate margin to the right, except for the uppermost flow lobes which seem to invade conglomeratic deposits to the right (Fig. 6.59). These uppermost flow lobes extend
over the levee at the left side of the channel margin. The conglomeratic deposits in the right
part of the channel are similar to those which form the lower channel fill. The conglomeratic
unit is wedge-shaped, thinning out up against the right channel margin implying that it partly
levels out the channel. The conglomerate is overlain by lava flow lobes which persist outside the channel to the right, whereas they rest on the uppermost flow lobes in the left part
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of the channel (Fig. 6.59). The irregular upper topography of the channel fill and compound
lava flow outside the channel is overlain by a reddened volcaniclastic unit which correlates
to the interlava unit exposed c. 203 m a.s.l. in the vertical log section shown in Figure 6.50.
Based on the above observations a series of events for the formation and infilling of the
channel is suggested:
1) A major erosional event, reflected by the deep channel, took place sometimes in between the formation of the upper part of the thick compound lava succession exposed from
c. 172 to 203 m a.s.l. in the vertical log section shown in Figure 6.50.
2) One or more debris flows, suggested by the fact that the large boulders are matrix supported, entered and overfilled the channel which led to the formation of a levee at the left
side of the channel.
3) A depression was formed on top of the conglomerate in the centre of the channel either
because the debris flow continued and thinned out in the centre or because a new episode
of channel erosion took place.
4) Lava flow lobe(s) flowed down the channel margin from the right into the deepest part of
the “upper channel” and pinched out up against the left channel margin. The fact that the
flow lobe(s) generally has a sharp base and do not appear brecciated suggests that water
was not present when it entered the channel.
5) Lava flow lobes onlapped the left channel margin and both sides of the levee. The lobate
margin of the lava lobes to the right suggest that flow direction most likely was more or less
parallel with the long axis of the channel as a perpendicular flow direction (from left towards
right or opposite in Figures 6.58-59) would have filled up the channel with lava. Instead the
flow lobes probably broke through or overflowed the levee in an upstream position and
thereby formed a new, steeply inclined channel margin where they entered the upper
channel.
6) A debris flow(s) entered the right part of the channel represented by the wedge-shaped
conglomeratic unit.
7) Lava flow lobes overflowed the levee and entered the channel where they invaded the
conglomerates towards the right.
8) Lava flow lobes entered the channel from the right and filled up the remainder of the
channel. The fact that these flow lobes do not overflow the uppermost flow lobes in the left
side of the channel also suggest that flow direction was parallel with the long axis of the
channel.
Lava flow lobes and a possible invasive lava flow
Lateral thickness variations of volcaniclastic units may also be caused by the thinning out of
underlying lava flows as seen near the top of the cliff section in south-western Skúgvoy.
Here two simple lava flows, c. 10 m thick, thin out towards each other and form a more than
26 m wide depression between them (Fig. 6.60). The two simple lava flows probably represent lava lobes connected to the same lava flow in a more proximal direction. The simple
lava flows are overlain by a volcaniclastic unit, c. 1.2 m thick, correlating to the uppermost
interlava unit exposed c. 335 m a.s.l. in the log section shown in Figure 6.50. The volcaniclastics partly fill up the depression between the lava lobes where the thickness of the volcaniclastics increases to around 5 m. A thin intervening lava lobe, up to 1.5 m thick, contributes to the fill of the depression. The lava lobe thins out towards right in the profile but
seems to be connected to the overlying lava flow to the left. This indicates that it represents
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an invasive lava lobe formed when the overlying simple lava flow overrode the interlava
sediments and finally leveled out the depression between the lava lobes.

6.7 Stóra Dímun
16B

The island covers an area of c. 2.5 km2 and exposes rocks of the Enni Formation along the
steep westerly facing cliffs (Fig. 6.61). The rocks consist of a mixture of compound and
simple lava flows which commonly are separated by thin reddish interlava beds (Fig. 6.6263). The vertical log constructed for the cliff section in the northern part of the island shows
that the Argir Beds at this place occur c. 125 m above sea level and that the Høvdhamarin
Flow is exposed in the lowermost part of the cliff section (Fig. 6.63). The studied cliff section is c. 2.5 km long and up to around 350 m high. Along the cliff section the boundaries of
the Argir Beds and an overlying volcaniclastic unit, here named Bed 1, have been mapped.
In addition, the lower boundary of the Høvdhamarin Flow has been mapped in order to
document thickness variations between this boundary and the overlying Argir Beds. The
constructed 2-D cross-section of the mapped surfaces shows that the volcanic succession
dips slightly downwards along the cliff section from south towards north (Enclosure 6). It
also shows that the thickness between the lower boundaries of the Høvdhamarin Flow and
the Argir Beds overall is rather consistent, varying between c. 105 and 125 m. The variation
in thickness seems mainly to be governed by local variations in the relief of those surfaces
that the Høvdhamarin Flow and Argir Beds overlie. In the following the nature of the Argir
Beds and Bed 1 will be described.
Argir Beds
It has been possible to map the Argir Beds along the cliff section over a distance of nearly
1900 m. The Argir Beds are generally between 1 to 4 m thick along the cliff section. Thickness variations are mainly governed by a marked relief to the underlying compound lava
flow. The Argir Beds are thus very thin or absent where the relief is high whereas the beds
are thick where they fill up depressions in the underlying compound flow (Enclosure 6). The
marked relief of the underlying compound lava flow, most likely, reflects differential erosion
of the lava prior to the deposition of the Argir Beds. This is because the elevated parts of
the compound lava flow consists of blocky lava which probably represents local remnants
of weathered, vesicular lava which elsewhere has been removed by erosion (Figure 6.64).
Locally, the elevated parts of the compound lava are directly overlain by the simple lava
flow which elsewhere overlies the Argir Beds (Fig. 6.65). Distinct bedding can in places be
seen in the Argir Beds. The beds onlap the sides of the elevated blocky, weathered lava of
the underlying compound lava flow (Fig. 6.64). This contrasts to what have been observed
from the other studied islands where internal bedding is sub-parallel to the lower boundary
of the interlava beds. The upper boundary of the Argir Beds is relative planar when observed on a large scale and does in general not reflect the marked relief of the lower
boundary of the Argir Beds (Enclosure 6). Again, this contrasts to what have been observed from the other islands where the lower and upper boundaries of the interlava beds
in general are more or less parallel. The planar surface indicates that the overlying simple
lava flow entered a landscape with a relative smooth topography. This is supported by the
observed onlapping of the Argir Beds which indicates that the volcaniclastic sediments levelled out the marked topography of the underlying compound lava flow. However, on a finer
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scale the upper boundary of the Argir Beds is in many places irregular, most likely, reflecting loading of the lava into the underlying volcaniclastic sediments and to a lesser degree
the original topography left behind by the Argir Beds.
Bed 1
Bed 1 contains out-wedging, intervening flow lobes at three places and shows significant
lateral variations in geometry along the cliff section (Enclosure 6). The volcaniclastic sediments are generally 0.5 to 1.5 m thick but are split up into a lower and upper part where the
intervening flow lobes occur. The sediments rest on the top of a simple lava flow.
Marked depressions into the simple lava flow occur at two places (Enclosure 6). The northernmost depression is filled up with a thin layer of volcaniclastic sediments that drapes the
irregular surface of the depression followed by a lava flow which levels out the relief of the
depression and wedges out towards the margin of the depression (Fig. 6.66, Enclosure 6).
The lava flow is overlain by another thin layer of volcaniclastic sediments which, at the
places where the intervening flow wedges out, merges with the one draping the bottom of
the depression. A similar scenario is present in the southern end of the cliff section where
the second depression into the simple lava flow occurs. However, at this place the intervening lava flow is thick enough to fill up the depression. Instead the depression is levelled out
by the simple lava flow which overlies Bed 1 (Fig. 6.67, Enclosure 6).
The depressions were, most likely, formed by erosion and not by lava flow lobes wedging
out towards each other as observed in some of the cliff sections of the other islands. This is
seen by the fact that the simple lava flow underlying the Bed 1 continues below the depression. In addition, the irregular form of the surfaces which mark the depressions, most likely,
would have been smoother if representing the top surface of out-wedging lava flow lobes.
The intervening lava flow lobes occur at the same level above the base of Bed 1 which
indicate that they represent the same volcanic event. The out-wedging lava flow lobes may
represent distal fingers of lava connected to the same lava flow in a proximal direction similar to what has been suggested for the flow lobes within the Argir Beds on Skúgvoy (see
above). The reason why the intervening lava flow does not fill out the southernmost depression might be that this was only reached by a very distal and thin lava flow lobe.
The upper boundary of the intervening lava flow lobes are commonly slightly elevated relative to the level where they wedge out. This indicates that apart from levelling out depressions in the landscape they also formed positive topographies after they entered the area.
The upper boundary of Bed 1 is largely parallel to the top surface of the intervening lava
flow lobes and to the lower boundary of Bed 1 where the intervening lava flow lobes are not
present. This suggests that the overlying simple lava flow was non-erosive and levelled out
the existing relief. However, on a finer scale the upper boundary is irregular probably reflecting loading into the volcaniclastic sediments by the overlying simple lava flow and
partly reflecting the original topography left behind by interlava Bed 1.
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7. Large scale variations – from island to island
7B

The preceding chapter focuses on small to medium-scale morphology of interlava beds and
their connectivity and compartmentalisation within continuous lateral sections which is the
main purpose of the present study. Lateral variations on a larger scale, from island to island, are illustrated in the log panel in Enclosure 7 where a vertical slice of the constructed
logs is set up in the same vertical scale for each island. These large scale variations will be
discussed and the possible impact on deposition by transfer zones, separating some of the
islands, will be discussed briefly.
The logs representing the west facing cliff sections of Stóra Dímun, Skúgvoy, Sandoy, Hestur and Koltur can be correlated on the basis of the identification of the Argir Beds, Høvdhamarin Flow and the Sneis Formation. However, the correlation from Hestur to Koltur is
only tentative as the identification of the Sneis Formation in the studied cliff section at Koltur is very uncertain. Furthermore, it has not been possible to make a correlation from the
islands mentioned above to the northeastern islands of Svínoy and Fugloy as no regional
marker bed has been identified in the studied cliff sections. However, the studied cliff sections of Svínoy and Fugloy are supposed to represent a stratigraphically higher lying part of
the Enni Formation than the studied cliff sections of the southwestern islands. This is based
on provisional findings forming part of SINDRI project C46-47-01 that has undertaken
fieldwork on these islands (Jolley & Passey, in prep).
The fact that the studied cliff sections represent different stratigraphic intervals implies that
lateral variations of specific stratigraphic units or intervals only can be followed over a few
islands (Enclosure 7). For example, it is only possible to study lateral variations of the Argir
Beds and thickness variations to the underlying Høvdhamarin Flow from Stóra Dímun over
Skúgvoy to Sandoy, a distance of c. 20 km. In the following the overall lateral variations in
thickness and geometry of marker beds and separating volcanic intervals is described including the Sneis Formation, Høvdhamarin Flow, Argir Beds and the volcanic intervals
separating them.
The Sneis Formation has only been identified with certainty in the studied cliff sections of
Hestur and Sandoy (Enclosure 7). In these sections, situated c. 5.5 km apart, the formation
is less than 1 m thick and shows no distinct lateral variation in geometry from island to island.
Sneis Formation to Høvdhamarin Flow: The whole volcanic interval separating the Sneis
Formation and the overlying Høvdhamarin Flow is exposed in the studied cliff section at
Hestur and over a short distance in the cliff section at Sandoy. The interval consists almost
entirely of compound lava flows. The exception is two simple lava flows in the lower part of
the volcanic interval at Hestur and a thin interlava bed occurring approximately at the same
stratigraphic level at Sandoy. The volcanic interval ranges in thickness between 145-165 m
at Hestur and between 135-140 m at Sandoy. However, we consider it too uncertain to
conclude that the interval in general becomes thicker from Sandoy to Hestur. This is because the local variation in thickness is in the order of 20 m on Hestur in conjunction with
the fact that it has only been possible to follow the interval over a short distance on Sandoy.
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The Høvdhamarin Flow has been identified in the studied cliff sections on Stóra Dímun,
Sandoy, Hestur and, most likely, also on Skúgvoy, representing a distance of more than 33
km. Based on the constructed vertical logs of the studied cliff section the Høvdhamarin
Flow in general has a thickness of around 20-30 m although it may be up to 40 m thick on
Hestur. Part of the lateral thickness variation of the Høvdhamarin Flow may reflect that the
flow in places drapes and levels out a marked relief of the underlying compound lava flows
as shown in Figure 6.45.
Høvdhamarin Flow to Argir Beds: The whole volcanic interval separating the Høvdhamarin
Flow and the overlying Argir Beds is exposed in the studied cliff sections of Stóra Dímun,
Sandoy and, most likely, on Skúgvoy too, representing a distance of c. 20 km. The interval
consists of compound lava flows except for a few thin interlava beds and a simple lava flow
near the base of the interval in the cliff sections on Skúgvoy and Sandoy (Enclosure 7). The
constructed vertical logs show that the interval is 110-120 m thick on Sandoy and Skúgvoy
whereas it is slightly thinner on Stóra Dímun, c. 85 m thick.
The Argir Beds have been identified in the studied cliff sections on Stóra Dímun, Skúgvoy
and Sandoy representing a distance of c. 20 km. The Argir Beds are generally around 1-4
m, 3-6 m and 3 m thick in the cliff sections on Stóra Dímun, Skúgvoy and Sandoy, respectively. In all sections, thickness variations are mainly governed by a marked relief to the
underlying compound lava flows. The interlava unit is thus thin or locally absent where the
relief is high whereas the unit is thick where the sediments fill up depressions in the underlying compound lava flows. The most pronounced variations of the Argir Beds between the
three islands is the greater thickness of the beds on Skúgvoy and the fact that intervening
lava flow lobes only occur within the beds on Skúgvoy. The intervening lava flow lobes on
Skúgvoy wedge out laterally and occur approximately at the same level above the lower
boundary of the Argir Beds. They are interpreted to represent distal radiating flow lobes
which converge and form part of the same lava flow in a proximal direction, probably towards the NE.
Above the Argir Beds interlava beds seem to be more common than below the beds (Enclosure 7). In addition, simple lava flows in general form a larger part of the volcanic succession than below the beds where compound lava flows dominate, especially if the thick
simple Høvdhamarin Flow is ignored in the comparison (Enclosure 7). Simple lava flows
thus form approximately half of the c. 200 m thick volcanic succession above the Argir
Beds on Stóra Dímun and Skúgvoy. However, the absence of simple lava flows in the c.
120 m thick volcanic succession above the Argir Beds in the studied cliff section on Sandoy
shows that large lateral variations in the proportion of simple and compound lava flows may
occur from island to island, in this case over a distance of c. 11 km (Enclosure 7). The simple lava flows above the Argir Beds on Stóra Dímun and Skúgvoy, most likely, wedge out
towards Sandoy and thereby gives way to the compound lava flows seen above the Argir
Beds at this place. The studied cliff sections on Svínoy and Fugloy suggest that this is a
realistic scenario as simple lava flows, up to c. 15 m thick, are seen to wedge out laterally
over distances of 1 - 3 km in these sections. The suggested correlation between the volcanic successions above the non-present Argir Beds in the studied cliff sections on Svínoy
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and Fugloy, shown in Enclosure 7, is highly speculative. Lateral variations in the volcanic
successions between the two islands are therefore not discussed.
Ellis et al. 2009 suggests that some of the NW-SE orientated offshore transfer zones,
linked to deep crustal fractures in the offshore Faroe-Shetland Basin, extend into some of
the fjords of the Faroe Islands. Field mapping of the Faroe Islands Basalt Group has thus
provided evidence to support regional extension of the Judd, Brynhild and Westray Transfer Zones into the Faroe Islands (Fig. 3.1). Movements along these transfer zones influenced the deposition of lavas and interlava beds as these are seen to thicken along the NE
side of the transfer zones as a result of continuous but not pronounced vertical and horizontal movements along the transfer zones. In addition, right lateral oblique-slip (transpressional) movements along the Judd and Brynhild Transfer Zones are suggested to have
formed the E-W and NE-SW orientated faults and fractures which have been mapped in the
field and of which some may have separated E-W orientated palaeo-highs and lows.
Between Sandoy and Hestur the presence of a significant fault has indirectly been mapped
by plotting the elevation of marker units on both islands (Passey 2009). The vertical discrepancy, in the order of 200-300 m, is accounted for by a major ESE-trending dextral
strike-slip fault. The displacement down to the SW took place after the deposition of the
Argir Beds. The fault is interpreted to be a splay fault of the Brynhild Transfer Zone (Ellis et
al. 2009). Ellis et al. (2009) also suggests that the transfer zones acted as major conduits
for vertical movement of igneous material as either sills or lava flow development. This is
indicated among others by regional basalt isopach maps of the Faroe-Shetland Basin
which show increased thickness adjacent and northeast of several transfer zones. In Figure
7.1 a conceptual model made by Ellis et al. (2009) is shown which summarizes the effects
of transfer zones on the Faroe Islands Palaeocene sediment deposition and lava emplacement.
The studied cliff sections is only of limited value in studying the impact of transfer zones on
deposition as the cliff sections from the southwestern islands (Stóra Dímun, Skúgvoy, Sandoy, Hestur and Koltur) make up a NW-SE orientated cross-section parallel to the transfer
zones (Fig. 3.1). Furthermore, a study of the impact on deposition by the Brynhild and Westray Transfer Zones is hindered by the fact that the studied cliff sections on each side of
the transfer zones represent different stratigraphic intervals (Enclosure 7). The quite similar
thickness of the volcanic interval between the Sneis Formation and the Høvdhamarin Flow
on Sandoy and Hestur support that active faulting between the two islands post date the
formation of the volcanic interval. A rather precise estimate of the amount of vertical displacement of the Sneis Formation and the Høvdhamarin Flow due to faulting activity between Sandoy and Hestur could have been obtained on the basis of the 3-D photogeology
by triangulating the oblique photos of cliff sections with coordinate defined, high resolution
aerial photos. Unfortunately it has not been possible to obtain these aerial photos for the
study.
The studied cliff section on Svínoy shows that simple lava flows, up to c. 15 m thick, gradually wedge out from the SW towards the NE over distances of 1 - 3 km implying that the
thin interlava beds they separate merge in this direction. The thinning out of lava flows towards the NE fits well with the conceptual model of Ellis et al. 2009 who suggests that the
transfer zones acted as major conduits for vertical movement of igneous material which in
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this case then would have been developed as lava flowing from the Westray Transfer Zone
towards the NE (as predicted in the conceptual model in Figure 7.1).
The orientation of two dykes has been mapped in the study. These occur in the studied cliff
section on Fugloy and are orientated NE-SW and E-W, respectively. This is in accordance
with the general orientations of dykes and faults measured on the Faroe Islands and which
Ellis et al. 2009 suggest is caused by lateral oblique-slip (transpressional) movements
along transfer zones. However, structural components aligned more parallel with the orientation of transfer zones have also been measured. This goes for a lava tube measured in
the cliff section on Fugloy and a reverse fault measured in the cliff section on Svínoy which
both are orientated NNW-SSE. In addition, the channel orientation of the major channel fill
complex in the cliff section on Skúgvoy is WNW-ESE.
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8. Summary and discussion
8B

In the following we attempt to extract those results, presented in the preceding chapter,
which we consider as most relevant when it comes to evaluating potential hydrocarbon
bearing interlava reservoirs in the subsurface. The results are summarized within the
frames of four main themes which are: “Lateral widespread interlava beds”, “Major channel
fills”, “Connectivity” and “Compartmentalisation”.

8.1 Laterally widespread interlava beds
17B

Sedimentary features: Overall the interlava beds are light yellowish brown or light reddish
in colour and are from other studies known to consist mainly of volcaniclastic sandstones
and subordinate mudstones (Passey 2009; Passey & Jolley 2009). Observable sedimentary structures of the volcaniclastic sediments are limited to internal bedding marked by
subtle colour changes between reddish and subordinate yellowish, dark grey and whitish
beds. The bedding is sub-parallel to the surface the sediments rest on except for a few
places where internal beds onlap elevated parts of the underlying lava flows (Figs. 6.19,
6.64).
Geometry and thickness: The lateral extent of the interlava beds generally exceeds the
extent of the mapped cliff sections which are 1.7 – 7 km long. The Argir Beds are known to
be present across the central islands from Stóra Dímun to Eysturoy and southern Streymoy, a distance of more than 50 km, whereas they are either poorly developed or absent at
the north-eastern islands (Passey & Jolley 2010). This makes it plausible that many of the
other mapped interlava beds, which are not as easy to identify and correlate from island to
island as the Argir Beds, may also be present on several islands. The thickness of the
mapped interlava beds is generally less than 3 m with the exception of the Argir Beds
which varies in thickness from 1 - 6 m.
Along the cliff sections the lower boundary of the beds are either planar to slightly undulating with a relief of around 1.5 m over few metres distance or show a more pronounced relief of around 10 m over a few tens metres distance. The planar to subtle relief may represent the original topography of the underlying lava flow after solidification, perhaps modified
by some minor erosion prior to the deposition of the volcaniclastic sediments (Fig. 6.54). In
places where the relief is largely planar this may reflect a rather equal amount of erosion
and removal of the upper vesicular part of the lava flows down to the more weather resistant solid parts of the flows. The pronounced relief either reflects a preserved marked relief
of the underlying lava flows or marked differential erosion into these. The former occurs
where thick lava lobes, forming the top of the lava flows, wedge out towards each other and
leave up to nearly 10 m deep depressions between them as observed in particular in the
cliff section at Svínoy (Figs. 6.21, 6.25). Differential weathering and erosion into the underlying lava flow may cause a relief of up to 10 m over a few tens of metres (Figs. 6.20, 6.5).
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The volcaniclastic sediments drape the relief with a fairly consistent thickness or double in
thickness in the depressions compared to the elevated parts above the underlying lava
flows (Fig. 6.5). In addition, the Argir Beds locally onlap and wedge-out against a rising
relief of the underlying basalt formed by the local preservation of weathered blocky lava
representing remnants of the upper vesicular part of the lava which elsewhere has been
removed by erosion (Figs. 6.51-52, 6.64). The overlying basalt consequently rests directly
on the underlying basalt where the Argir Beds have wedged out.
The relief of the upper boundary of the interlava beds is more or less parallel to the lower
boundary of the beds, at least seen on a large scale. However, where intervening lava
flows occur, as described below, the boundary is merely sub-parallel to the top surface of
these flows (Enclosure 5). On a finer scale the upper boundary may be irregular with a relief of c 1.5 m over a few metres laterally. The large scale relief, following the relief of the
lower boundary, is levelled out by overlying lava flows which fill in depressions and become
thinner where the substrate is elevated (Figs. 6.21, 6.25). The fact that the relief of the upper boundary of the interlava beds is more or less parallel to the lower boundary of the
beds, and that overlying lava flows fill in depressions and level out the relief, suggests that
the overlying lava flows were non-erosive. This is supported by the fact that basal pockets
of volcaniclastic sediment have not been observed within the lava flows. The finer scale,
irregular relief of the upper boundary may reflect loading into the volcaniclastic sediments
by the overlying lava flows and small scale variations in the topography of the landscape
the lava flows entered (Figs. 6.7-8, 6.64). In a few places the small scale relief is caused by
the presence of tree moulds at the base of the overlying lava flows (Fig. 6.18).
Locally, intervening lava flows separate the volcaniclastic sediments into a lower and an
upper part. Intervening lava flows within volcaniclastic sediments have been mapped in the
cliff sections on Skúgvoy and Stóra Dímun. The intervening lava flows wedge out laterally
but can be followed along the cliff sections for around 125 – 1250 m (Enclosures 5, 6).
Several out-wedging lava flows may occur within the same interlava bed where these are
separated from the underlying lava flows by a thin layer of volcaniclastic sediments. The
lava flows commonly fill up and level out depressions into the underlying lava flows as well
as they build up positive reliefs which is draped by the upper volcaniclastic sediments
(Figs. 6.53, 6.66, 6.56). The fact that intervening lava flows within each volcaniclastic unit
occur at approximately the same level above the base of the volcaniclastic unit indicate that
they represent the same volcanic event. The lava flows probably represent distal lava flow
lobes connected to the same lava flow in a proximal direction as illustrated for the intervening lava beds of the Argir Beds at Skúgvoy (Fig. 6.57). Apart from Skúgvoy the Argir Beds
have also been mapped within cliff sections on NW Sandoy and Stóra Dímun. At these
places the Argir Beds contain no intervening lava beds, showing that the interpreted lava
flow did not reach these areas. Although, Passey & Jolley (2010) have reported an intervening lava flow, that thins to the W, within the Argir Beds along the coastline to the E of
Skopun, NE Sandoy.
Depositional environment: The volcaniclastic units mapped in this study are considered
to have a sedimentary origin but the 3-D photogeological study alone does not allow detailed interpretations of the depositional environments of the interlava units. In fact, a precise genetic interpretation (e.g. pyroclastic, fluvial) is in general difficult without involving
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microscopic analysis. However, the general sub-parallel bedding to the lower boundary of
the interlava beds and the fairly consistent thickness of the beds laterally points to deposition from suspension fall out. It is likely that this occurred as ash falling out from the air taking the overall environmental setting in consideration. If the sediments were deposited from
suspension fall out in water the overlying lava flows should at least locally show sign of
contact with water in their basal part, e.g. in the form of pillow structures. Furthermore, in a
more dynamic environment, e.g. a fluvial one, the interlava sediments most likely would
level out the relief of the volcanic landscape. At present day this should be reflected by the
interlava beds showing marked lateral thickness variations and onlap onto the underlying
basalt in places where the basalt rises to higher levels. However, these features have essentially only been observed for the Argir Beds on Skúgvoy and Stóra Dímun.
The fact that the volcaniclastic sediments also drape surfaces having very high angle of
repose may reflect that the upper vesicular, porous part of the underlying basalt was able to
hold on the sediments and hamper re-deposition by wind or rainwater currents. Also, rainwater may have sinked into the porous surface of the basalt rather than re-depositing the
sediments by surface runoff.
The onlapping onto and partly levelling out of the relief to the underlying basalt by the Argir
Beds on Skúgvoy and Stóra Dímun is atypical and may reflect that the depositional environment differed from those represented by the other interlava beds. The Argir Beds have
been interpreted as representing airfall tuffs in the lower part and deposition in fluvial channels and overbank environments in the upper part as described above in “Geological setting and stratigraphy”. In this context, the rather lateral persistent bedding, sub-parallel to
the underlying boundary, together with the local onlapping and levelling out of the underlying relief, may point to deposition from suspension fall out in a fluvial overbank environment. The 3-D photogeological study does not reveal any channel structures within the
Argir Beds except perhaps for the occurrence of the pronounced lows into the underlying
compound lava flows which may have formed by fluvial erosion and bypass prior to the
deposition of the volcaniclastic sediments. However, the presence of channel structures
within the volcaniclastic units can not be excluded as these may even be difficult to recognize at close range in well exposed, accessible outcrops (Fig. 3.3). The floodplain interpretation imply that a period of drying out and minor erosion took place in the floodplain environment prior to the entering of lava flows in the area as the lava flows overlying the Argir
Beds show no sign of flow into water or over water-saturated terrains.

8.2 Major channel fills
18B

Major channel fill structures, up 180 m wide and 45 m deep, occur within the volcanic successions in the studied cliff sections of Fugloy, Skúgvoy and Koltur. The channels on Skúgvoy and Koltur are V-shaped with an irregular relief of their channel bottom/margins (Figs.
6.32, 6.58). In contrast the main channel at Fugloy is “box-shaped” with a relatively planar
channel bottom, c. 60 m wide, and nearly vertical channel margins, up to 27 m high (Fig.
6.11).
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The channels show complex, multiple infills of volcaniclastic conglomerates and sandstone
as well as lava flows which in some cases are separated by erosional surfaces. The lava
flows extend beyond the channels but are considerably thicker within the channels where
they partly level out the channel relief present above the basal conglomerates at the time of
entering (Fig. 6.11). The sedimentary infill is best exposed within the channel on Skúgvoy
where it is dominated by dark coloured conglomerates containing matrix-supported boulders, up to 0.8 m in size, and locally blocks of lava, up to 9 m long, the latter probably representing remnants of the collapsed channel margin (Fig. 6.58).
The channels were probably formed during short but intense erosional events, e.g. by
ephemeral streams triggered during heavy precipitation events. This is based on the immature appearance of the channels, given by the V-shape of some of the channels and the
irregular relief of channel floors. The conglomerates overlying the channel floors may have
been deposited when erosion and bypass ceased, thereby giving way for the deposition of
coarse-grained volcaniclastic sediments eroded and transported from further upstream.
The fact that large boulders are matrix supported suggests that the conglomerates represent debris flows.

8.3 Connectivity between interlava beds
19B

The major, multiple channel fill complex at Skúgvoy cuts through two interlava beds (beds 2
and 3) which thereby may by hydraulic connected via the conglomeratic infill in the right
part of the channel complex (Figs. 6.11-12). Considering a similar, but oil-prone setting in
the subsurface, the major channel fills may potentially drain hydrocarbon from the widespread interlava beds they intersect and acts as main reservoir for the hydrocarbon.
Lava flows, up to c. 15 m thick, on Fugloy and Svínoy are observed to wedge out over distances of 1 – 3 km, implying that the interlava beds they separate merge where the lava
flows wedge out (Figs. 6.17-18). On Svínoy four separate interlava beds merge towards the
NE into one interlava bed over a distance of c. 3 km (Enclosure 2). The thinning out of lava
flows towards the NE fits well with the conceptual model of Ellis et al. (2009) who suggests
that the NW-SE orientated transfer zones, intersecting the Faroe Islands, acted as feeders
of igneous material which flowed out as lava perpendicular to the transfer zones.

8.4 Compartmentalisation of interlava beds
20B

Compartmentalization of individual lava flows only occur locally but may have formed in
several ways as listed below:
Interlava beds may onlap and wedge-out against a rising relief of the underlying lava flow
implying that a flow on flow contact occurs where the interlava beds have wedged out as
observed for the Argir Beds in the cliff sections on Skúgvoy and Stóra Dímun (Figs. 6.5152, 6.64).
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Locally intervening lava flows occur which may form vertical hydraulic barriers within interlava beds. However, the intervening lava flows generally wedge out laterally as observed
for example within the Argir Beds in the cliffs sections on Skúgvoy and Stóra Dímun (Enclosures 5, 6).
Dykes, around 6 m wide, intersect the exposed volcanic successions including interlava
beds in the cliff sections on Fugloy and Koltur (Enclosure 1, Figs. 6.9, 6.30). In total 3
dykes have been observed in the studied cliff sections.
A lava filled channel, c. 15 m deep and 24 m wide, intersects an interlava bed in the cliff
section at Fugloy (Fig. 6.11). In addition, a more shallow channel intersects the Argir Beds
at Sandoy and is filled out with lava from an overlying compound lava flow (Fig. 6.46)
A lava tube, nearly 50 m wide, intersects an interlava bed in the cliff section at Fugloy (Enclosure 1, Fig. 6.10). A vertical outflow of the tube, up to c. 6 m thick, intersects three overlying interlava beds.
A reverse fault offsets interlava beds with c. 6 m in the cliff section at Svínoy implying that
individual interlava beds are disconnected (Enclosure 2, Figs. 6.27-28).
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Figure 2.1. Map of the Faroe Islands with photographed cliff sections marked with blue and
red lines. Photos have been set-up and 3-D photogeological studies undertaken on those
cliff sections which are marked with red lines.

Figure 3.1. Regional structural elements of the Faroe-Shetland Basins based on seismic,
gravity and magnetic interpretations (RR: Rona Ridge, FR: Flett Ridge, CR: Corona Ridge,
EFH: East Faroe High, JB: Judd Basin, FSB: Flett sub-basin, JTZ: Judd Transfer Zone,
BTZ: Brynhild Transfer Zone, WTZ: Westray Transfer Zone, CTZ: Clair Transfer Zone,
GKTZ: Grimur Kamban Transfer Zone, VTZ: Victory Transfer Zone. From Ellis et al. (2009)
with original figure text.

Argir Beds

Figure 3.2. Simplified lithostratigraphic column for the Faroe Islands Basalt Group. Modified
after Passey & Bell (2007) and Passey & Jolley (2009).

Lava

Figure 3.3. Inclined sandstone beds with tangential lower contacts in the upper part of the
Argir Beds. The inclined sandstone beds probably represent point bar deposits formed by
the lateral migration of channels from right towards left in the photo. The sedimentary structures within the upper, clay-poor sandstone succession are generally not very distinct in the
field and are most easily observed in exposures orientated E-W, as in the present example,
perpendicular to the presumed orientation of channels. The exposed part of the Argir Beds
is c. 6 m thick. The “horse stables section” at Norðastahorn, Streymoy.
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Figure 4.1. Simplified vertical sections through a simple (sheet lobe) and compound lava
flow. From Passey & Bell (2007) modified after Waagstein (1998).
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Figure 4.2. A typical compound lava flow in the centre of the photo overlying a thin volcaniclastic unit. Individual flow lobes have characteristic lens shapes and light coloured, chilled
rims. Flow direction is perpendicular to cliff section. The compound lava flow is overlain by
a simple lava flow followed by a thin volcaniclastic unit. Photographed cliff section at
Fugloy.

Figure 5.1. Photographing out of the open door of a Bell 412 helicopter in May 2010. Photo
by Thomas Varming.

Figure 5.2. Studying and mapping geological features on oblique aerial photographs, with a
three-dimensional overview of the outcrops, by using a 3-D stereo-plotter coupled with stereo-mirror technology.

Figure 6.1. Map of Fugloy showing the location of the vertical log section shown in Figure 6.3,
mapped boundaries of volcaniclastic beds, marked with red lines, and position of 2-D surface,
segment A, onto which the digitized 3-D polylines has been projected in order to construct a 2-D
geological cross-section (Enclosure 1).
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Figure 6.2. The steep east facing cliff section at Fugloy which is represented by the vertical log,
shown in Figure 6.3. Arrows mark volcaniclastic units within the volcanic succession. Exposed
cliff section is c. 370 m high.

Figure 6.3. Vertical log of the steep east facing cliff of Fugloy based on the interpretations of the
3-D photogeology. The lava flow between interlava Beds 2 and 3 turns at this location from a
compound to a simple lava flow (not shown on the log). Position of the vertical log section is
shown on the map in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.4. To the right Beds 2 and 3 are separated by a compound flow represented by two flow
lobes. The lowermost flow lobe wedges out towards the left implying that further to the left the
interlava units are separated only by the uppermost flow lobe which then is described as a simple
lava flow. The shown part of the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section in
Enclosure 1.
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Figure 6.5. The compound lava flow separating Beds 1 and 2 shows considerably lateral thickness variations, e.g. a fall in thickness from 8 to 5 m over a distance of c. 16 m, which is mainly
due to the pronounced relief of the upper boundary of the compound flow. The relief has an impact on the thickness of the overlying intrabasaltic Bed 1 as the bed increases to double thickness from where the top surface of the compound lava flow is elevated to where it is low lying.
The blue line within Bed 1 marks a boundary between an underlying light yellowish brown part
and a light reddish upper part of the bed. It is mainly the lower light brown part which increases in
thickness into where the top surface of the compound flow is low lying. The shown part of the cliff
section is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 1.
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Figure 6.6. Differential weathering of two thick simple lava flows. The more easily removed, by
erosion, of the weathered part compared to the solid part may in other places result in a considerably relief of possible overlying volcaniclastic sediments.
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Figure 6.7. The compound lava flow separating interlava Beds 1 and 2 wedges out towards the
left where Bed 1 overlies Bed 2 with an erosional boundary. To the left a possible loading of the
simple lava flow into the underlying volcaniclastic sediments of Bed 1 is seen. The shown part of
the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 1.

2.3 m
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1.2 m

Figure 6.8. A possible beginning of the formation of invasive lava: a basal part of the simple lava
flow above Bed 1 has begun to invade the underlying volcaniclastic sediments and lift up the
sediments in front. The shown part of the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D crosssection in Enclosure 1.
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Figure 6.9. Close-up of a dyke intersecting interlava Beds 1-3. The dyke is up to c. 6 m wide and
strikes NE-SW. The shown part of the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section
in Enclosure 1.
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Figure 6.10. Lava tube, up to 49 m wide, intersects volcaniclastic Bed 4 whereas a vertical outflow of the tube, up to c. 6 m wide, intersects the overlying interlava Beds 1-3. The shown part of
the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 1.
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Figure 6.11. Multiple channel fill structures (channel bottoms are marked with black lines) reflecting several erosional events. Channel fills consist either of blocky lava deposits which most likely were deposited by debris flows or by solid lava from simple lava flows which levelled out the relief of the
channels when they entered the channels. A close up of the lower right part of the channel fill complex is seen in Figure 6.12. The shown part of the
cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 1.
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Figure 6.12. Close-up of the lower right part of the channel fill complex seen in Figure 6.11. Note
the chaotic blocky lava deposits which fill up the lower part of the main channel and the overlying
channel which cuts through the simple lava flow separating Beds 2 and 3.

Figure 6.13. Map of Svínoy showing location of the vertical log sections shown in Figures
6.15-16, mapped boundaries of volcaniclastic beds, marked with red lines, and position of
2-D surface, segment A, onto which the mapped 3-D polylines has been projected in order
to construct a 2-D geological cross-section (Enclosure 2).
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Figure 6.14. The steep southeast facing cliff section at Svínoy which is represented by
vertical log 2. Arrows mark volcaniclastic beds within the volcanic succession. Exposed
cliff section is c. 170 m high.

Figure 6.15. Vertical log 1 of the north-eastern end of the studied cliff section. The log is
based on the interpretations of the 3-D photogeology. Position of the vertical log section is
shown on the map in Figure 6.13.

Figure 6.16. Vertical log 2 of the south-western end of the studied cliff section. The log is
based on the interpretations of the 3-D photogeology. Position of the vertical log section is
shown on the map in Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.17. The simple lava flow separating interlava Beds 3 and 4 thins out towards right
and terminates where the underlying relief rises to a higher level. The shown part of the cliff
section is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 2.
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Figure 6.18. The simple lava flow separating Bed 2 and Bed 2/3 is thinning out towards
right and terminates where there is minor rise in the underlying relief. The merged volcaniclastic sediments are slightly thicker than the individual interlava beds, Bed 2 and 3/4, they
are composed of. A close-up of where the simple lava flow terminates and the volcaniclastic sediments merge is shown in Figure 6.19. Tree molds at the base of the simple lava flow
overlying Bed 3/4 reflect that some time passed between the individual lava flows entered
the area. Note also the undulating relief of the top surface of the thick simple lava flow
which is draped by a thin volcaniclastic bed followed by a compound lava flow. The shown
part of the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 2.
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Figure 6.19. Close-up of Figure 6.18 showing where the simple lava flow terminates and
the volcaniclastic sediments merge. The interlava beds show distinct bedding sub-parallel
to the surface they rest on. The sediments of Bed 3/4 can clearly be followed to the right
where the two interlava beds have merged. The shown part of the cliff section is marked on
the photo in Figure 6.18 and on the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 2.
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Figure 6.20. The marked relief of the top surface of the simple lava flow overlying Beds
2/3/4 reflects a differential weathering and erosion of the lava unit. To the right the deeply
weathered part of the lava flow has been removed by erosion and only the solid core of the
lava unit is preserved. To the left the light grey weathered part of the lava unit is preserved
locally. Further to the left, the weathering is less pronounced and the erosion does therefore not go as deep as seen to the right. The shown part of the cliff section is marked on
the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 2.
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Figure 6.21. Two lava lobes, up to c. 12 m thick, thins abruptly out towards each other and
thereby form a depression, c. 6 m deep, in between them. The volcaniclastic sediments of
Bed 1 drape the relief with a fairly consistent thickness whereas the overlying simple lava
flow fills out the depression and levels out the relief. The shown part of the cliff section is
marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 2.
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Figure 6.22. A local flow lobe, 127 m wide and c. 6 m thick, form a positive relief compared
to the top-surface of the surrounding compound lava flow it form parts of. The volcaniclastic
sediments of Bed 1 drape the relief of the compound lava flow with a fairly consistent thickness whereas the overlying simple lava flow levels out the relief. To the right the simple
lava flow shows weakly developed cooling structures at a right angle to the underlying relief. The shown part of the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section in
Enclosure 2.
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Figure 6.23. A local flow lobe, up to c. 12 m thick, fills out the depression between two terminating flow lobes but also forms a positive relief compared to the top-surface of the surrounding compound lava flow it form parts of. The volcaniclastic sediments of Bed 1 drape
the relief of the compound lava flow with a fairly consistent thickness whereas the overlying
compound lava flow levels out the relief. The shown part of the cliff section is marked on
the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 2.
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Figure 6.24. A possible lava break out in the toe of a terminating lava flow lobe. The volcaniclastic sediments of Bed 1 drape the terminating flow lobe although the angle of repose
is high, c. 38 degrees. The shown part of the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D
cross-section in Enclosure 2.
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Figure 6.25. Towards left a compound lava flow onlaps a positive relief formed by an underlying flow lobe. The shown part of the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D crosssection in Enclosure 2.
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Figure 6.26. Towards right a lava bed, c. 5 m thick, splits up the volcaniclastic sediments of
Bed 1. The shown part of the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section in
Enclosure 2.
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Figure 6.27. A reverse fault offset the whole volcanic succession with c. 6 m whereby the
interlava beds are disconnected. The fault strikes NNW-SSE and dips c. 20 degrees towards west. A close-up of the fault, marked with the white box on the photo, is seen in Figure 6.28. The shown part of the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section
in Enclosure 2.
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Figure 6.28. A close-up of the reverse fault which cuts the whole volcanic succession in the
studied cliff section. The fault has an offset of c. 6 m and thereby disconnects interlava Bed
1. The shown part of the cliff section is marked on the photo in Figure 6.27 and on the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 2.

Figure 6.29. Map of Koltur showing the location of the vertical log section shown in Figure
6.31.

Figure 6.30. Cliff section at Koltur which is represented by the vertical log shown in Figure
6.31. Arrows mark volcaniclastic units within the volcanic succession. A close up of the
dyke which cuts the whole volcanic succession is shown in Figure 6.33. Cliff section is c.
370 m high.

Figure 6.31. Vertical log of the steep west facing cliffs of Koltur based on the interpretations
of the 3-D photogeology. Position of the vertical log section is shown on the map in Figure
6.29.
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Figure 6.32. Major lava tube, c. 40 m wide, penetrates the central part of a channel fill complex. The channel is up to 45 m deep and 180 m wide.
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Figure 6.33. Large lava block within the intrusive magma at a place where the dyke widens.
The shown part of the dyke is marked on Figure 6.30.

Figure 6.34. Map of Hestur showing the location of the vertical log sections shown in Figures 6.36-37, digitalised boundaries of the Sneis Formation and the Høvdhamarin Flow,
marked with red lines, and position of the 2-D surface, segment A, onto which the digitalised 3-D polylines has been projected in order to construct a 2-D geological cross-section
(Enclosure 3).
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Figure 6.35. The steep southwest facing cliff section at Hestur which is represented by
vertical log 2 shown in Figure 6.37. Arrows mark volcaniclastic beds within the volcanic
succession. Volcaniclastic sediments of the Snies Formation is exposed c. 70 m above sea
level whereas the Høvdhamarin Flow forms the top of the cliff section. Cliff section is c. 240
m high.

Figure 6.36. Vertical log 1 of the north-western end of the studied cliff section. The log is
based on the interpretations of the 3-D photogeology. Position of the vertical log section is
shown on the map in Figure 6.34 and on the constructed 2-D cross-section (Enclosure 3).

Figure 6.37. Vertical log 2 of the south-eastern end of the studied cliff section. The log is
based on the interpretations of the 3-D photogeology. Position of the vertical log section is
shown on the map in Figure 6.34 and on the constructed 2-D cross-section (Enclosure 3).
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Figure 6.38. A marked depression, up to 14 m deep and filled up with a conglomerate, occurs into the top of the Høvdhamarin Flow in the north-western end of the cliff section. The
depression probably represents a channel, filled up with debris flow deposits, of which only
the steep, right channel margin is exposed. The shown part of the cliff section is marked on
the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 3.
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Figure 6.39. The Høvdhamarin Flow seems to have squished and bulldozed underlying
volcaniclastic sediments up into its basal part. The shown part of the cliff section is marked
on the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 3.
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Figure 6.40. Two simple lava flow lobes, up to c. 11 m thick, wedge out over a short distance and form a depression between them. A compound lava flow fills out the depression
and onlaps the simple lava flow lobes whereby the original topography is levelled out. The
shown part of the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure
3.
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Figure 6.41. A simple lava flow levels out a marked relief to an underlying compound lava
flow. Two overlying lava flows wedge out in the same position, the one of them draping the
others front. The left lava flow form a positive relief where it onlaps the front of the other
flow. A following compound lava flow onlaps and levels out the relief of the underlying simple lava flows. The shown part of the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D crosssection in Enclosure 3.

Figure 6.42. Map of the north-western part of Sandoy showing the location of the vertical
log sections shown in Figure 6.44, mapped boundaries of the Argir Beds and lower boundary of the Høvdhamarin Flow, marked with red lines, and position of the 2-D surface, segment A, onto which the mapped 3-D polylines has been projected in order to construct a 2D geological cross-section (Enclosure 4).
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Figure 6.43. The steep westerly facing cliff section at Sandoy which is represented by vertical log 3 shown in Figure 6.44. Arrows mark volcaniclastic beds within the volcanic succession. The Argir Beds occur c. 200 m above sea level and the lower boundary of the
Høvdhamarin Flow c. 60 m above sea level. Cliff section is c. 330 m high.

Figure 6.44. Vertical logs of the volcanic succession exposed in the steep cliff sections in
the north-western part of Sandoy. Log 1 represents the cliff section exposed on Trøllhøvdi,
the little island immediately north of Sandoy, log 2 represents the northernmost cliff section
of Sandoy and log 3 represents the cliff section where the Argir Beds has been mapped
(positions are marked on map in Figure 6.42). The logs document that stratigraphically
lower rocks emerge northwards in the cliff sections. This is a result of the volcanic succession dipping slightly downwards along the cliff section from NW towards SE.
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Figure 6.45. The Høvdhamarin Flow drapes a marked local relief of the underlying compound lava flow. The shown part of the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D crosssection in Enclosure 4.
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Figure 6.46. The lava flow lobe overlying the Argir Beds rests on a surface which seems to
cut through the Argir Beds and down into the underlying compound lava flow. The lava flow
lobe fills and levels out the erosive relief as seen by its planar upper surface and its decrease in thickness towards left. A preserved “pocket” of the Argir Beds probably reflects
the higher preservation potential in small depressions of the original topography. The
shown part of the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure
4.
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Figure 6.47. Undulating lower boundary of the Argir Beds reflects the topography of the
underlying compound lava flow after solidification and in particular subsequent modification
by weathering and erosion. The latter is seen by the fact that elevated parts of the underlying compound flow in many cases consists of blocky, weathered lava. The shown part of
the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 4.

Figure 6.48. Map of Skúgvoy showing the location of the vertical log section shown in Figure 6.50, mapped boundaries of the Argir Beds, marked with red lines, and position of 2-D
surfaces, segments A to E, onto which the mapped 3-D polylines has been projected in
order to construct 2-D geological cross-sections (Enclosure 5).
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Figure 6.49. Cliff section at Skúgvoy which is represented by the vertical log shown in Figure 6.50. The Argir Beds occur c. 145 m above sea level. Arrows mark volcaniclastic units
within the volcanic succession. Cliff section is c. 350 m high.

Figure 6.50. Vertical log of the steep west facing cliffs of Skúgvoy based on the interpretations of the 3-D photogeology. Position of the vertical log section is shown on the map in
Figure 6.48 and on the constructed 2-D cross-section (Enclosure 5).
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Figure 6.51. Argir Beds are thinning towards the right due to the thickening in this direction
of the underlying blocky, weathered lava which locally is up to 7 m thick and directly overlain by a simple lava flow (thereby forming a lateral barrier within the potential reservoir of
the Argir Beds). Towards right the Argir Beds, including an intervening lava flow lobe, seem
to onlap the blocky lava – however the contact is not well exposed. The shown part of the
Argir Beds is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section (segment A) in Enclosure 5.
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Figure 6.52. Up to 5.1 m thick blocky lava forms an almost a lateral barrier within the potential reservoir of the Argir Beds. Note the well exposed, slightly irregular lower boundary and
sub-horizontal bedding of the Argir Beds to the left. The shown part of the Argir Beds is
marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section (segment B) in Enclosure 5.
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Figure 6.53. Lava flow lobe within the Argir Beds increases in thickens from c. 3.6 m to
nearly 12 m from left towards right where it partly fills up and levels out a depression in the
underlying compound lava flow. The shown part of the Argir Beds is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section (segment A) in Enclosure 5.
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Figure 6.54. The sharp, regular undulating lower boundary of the Argir Beds may reflect the
preserved relief of the underlying compound lava flow after this solidified. The boundary is
draped by volcaniclastic sediments of the Argir Beds followed by an intervening lava flow
lobe which fills up and levels out the relief whereas the upper boundary of the lava flow
lobe is relatively planar. On top of the flow lobe follows the volcaniclastic sediments forming
the uppermost part of the Argir Beds. The shown part of the Argir Beds is marked on the
constructed 2-D cross-section (segment E) in Enclosure 5.
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Figure 6.55. From left to right a lava flow lobe splits up volcaniclastic sediments, 3.7 m
thick, of the Argir Beds, into a lower and upper bed, 1.3 and 2.0 m thick, respectively. The
upper boundary of the Argir Beds rises to a higher level above the intervening flow lobe.
The shown part of the Argir Beds is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section (segment
C) in Enclosure 5.
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Figure 6.56. From left to right a lava flow lobe splits up volcaniclastic sediments, 4.5 m
thick, of the Argir Beds, into a lower and upper bed, 1.1 m and 2.6 m thick, respectively.
The intervening flow lobe has a concave upwards relief where it emerges. Otherwise subhorizontal bedding in the upper part of the Argir Beds bends over the flow lobe where this
emerges. The shown part of the Argir Beds is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section
(segment B) in Enclosure 5.

Figure 6.57. Conceptual model suggesting that the flow lobes within the Argir Beds represent distal fingers of lava connected to the same lava flow in a proximal direction. Red lines
mark the mapped boundaries of the lava flow lobes within the Argir Beds whereas green
boxes mark observed termination points of the lobes.
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Figure 6.58. Major channel fill complex, up to 45 m deep and c. 145 m wide*, exposed in the cliff section at the south-western part of Skúgvoy.
The channel fill is dominated by coarse-grained volcaniclastic sediments with boulders up to 1 m long. Blocks of lava, up to 9 m long, along the
left channel margin probably represent remnants of the collapsed channel margin. At the edge of the left channel margin, the sediments of the
lower channel fill seem to build up a levee which is onlapped by lava flow lobes on its left side. The position of the channel is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section (segment B) in Enclosure 5.
*
The wide of the channel is given by the measurement of a 2-D profile constructed perpendicular to the WNW-ESE orientation of the channel.
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Figure 6.59. Close-up of the channel fill shown in Figure 6.58, displaying a more detailed
interpretation of the lava flow lobes which form the left part of the upper channel fill. Some
of lava lobes seem to onlap the left channel margin and the levee at the channel margin
whereas they have a lobate margin to the right. The uppermost flow lobes form an exception as they extend over the levee and seem to invade the conglomeratic deposits to the
right.
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Figure 6.60. Two simple lava flows, up to 10 m thick, thin out towards each other and
thereby form a more than 26 m wide depression between them. The simple lava flows are
overlain by volcaniclastic sediments, c. 1.2 m thick, which increase in thickness into the
depression where they reach a thickness of around 5 m. A thin intervening lava flow lobe,
up to 1.5 m thick, thins out towards right but seems to be connected to the overlying simple
lava flow to the left. This indicates that it represents an invasive lava stringer formed when
the overlying simple lava flow overrode the intrabasaltic sediments and finally levelled out
the depression between the lava flows. Outcrop occurs near the top of the cliff section at
south-western Skúgvoy.

Figure 6.61. Map of Stóra Dímun showing the location of the vertical log section shown in
Figures 6.63, digitalised boundaries of the Argir Beds and Bed, marked with red lines, and
position of the 2-D surface, segment A, onto which the mapped 3-D polylines has been
projected in order to construct a 2-D geological cross-section (Enclosure 6).
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Figure 6.62. The steep westerly facing cliff section at Stóra Dímun which is represented by
the vertical log shown in Figure 6.63. Arrows mark volcaniclastic beds within the volcanic
succession. The Argir Beds is exposed c. 125 meters above sea level whereas Bed 1,
whichat this place is separated into a lower and an upper part by an intervening lava bed, is
exposed c. 260 meter above sea level. Cliff section is c. 340 m high.

Intervening lava bed

Bed 1

Figure 6.63. Vertical log of the steep westerly facing cliff section at Stóra Dímun. The log is
based on the interpretations of the 3-D photogeology. Position of the vertical log section is
shown on the map in Figure 6.61 and on the constructed 2-D cross-section (Enclosure 6).
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Figure 6.64. The Argir Beds onlap elevated blocky and weathered lava of the underlying
compound lava flow. A simple lava flow overlies the Argir Beds with an irregular boundary.
The shown part of the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 3.
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Figure 6.65. Candidate for a local thinning out of the Argir Beds towards elevated blocky
and weathered lava of the underlying compound flow. The shown part of the cliff section is
marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 3.
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Figure 6.66. A marked depression into the simple lava flow which underlies Bed 1 is filled
up with a thin layer of volcaniclastic sediments which drapes the irregular surface of the
depression followed by a lava bed which levels out the relief of the depression and wedges
out towards the margin of the depression. The lava bed is overlain by another thin layer of
volcaniclastic sediments which, at the places where the intervening lava bed wedges out,
merges with the one draping the surface of the depression. The shown part of the cliff section is marked on the constructed 2-D cross-section in Enclosure 3.
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Figure 6.67. Similar scenario as for the depression shown in Figure 6.66. However, at this
place the intervening lava bed is far enough thick to fill out the depression which instead is
levelled out by the simple lava flow which overlies Bed 1.

Figure 7.1. Interpreted effect of transfer zones (movements at depth) on the Faroe Islands
Palaeocene sediment deposition and lava emplacement. Maximum sedimentation and emplacement of sediments and lava is on the NE side of the transfer zones. 4: Enni Formation
sediments more developed on the NE side of transfer zones, 5: Lava flows more developed
on the NE side of transfer zones, 7: Dyke swarms penetrating up transfer zones to form
sills (subsurface) or lava flow (surface). JTZ: Judd Transfer Zone, BTZ: Brynhild Transfer
Zone, WTZ: Westray Transfer Zone. From Ellis et al. (2009) with a selected part of the
original figure text.
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